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~id~sp=~a~ and ?~:sist~nt ~C~?la~nt in 
a~roa~ =~out foreic~ ?Olicy ~n~er your 

~~~i~istration is t~at it l~cks coh2re~ce, 
c2~si~t2ncy. I: ~s said that ~~e vario~s 

. ~ . s:.E::c::..:-:ess 
s t :-: = fJ f.. s 0 f 

and 

?01icy are ~~~~l~ted tc one anot~sr, ~nd that you ~ave 
l~~~~e~ in~~=is~v~ly f=~= en~ a??=o~=~ :.o a~oth9r, p~sh~c 

~-:,·:-:-is ot.hers. :-:-.ev 
t~e ~est in d~aling with an ~0~ressive Soviet Onion, 
en~rgy crisis, a~c a faltering global economy. 

e::id 
the 

"?or anC o;-:e :-,al f 
ysa~s t~e·cartsr Ae=i~istration nas ;1ve~ ~~- 3 fcreign 
?Olicy ~ot o~ c2~sist2n:y a~~ cre~ibi!ity, but of chacs, 
conrus1on, and £ail~re. It ~~s ?rocuce~ an ~~=se of our 
country as a vacil!atins a:id reactive ~ation, ~~a~le to 
cefine its ?l=ce in the ~or~c, tbe 9c:ls i~ s:=~s, or the 

1. 

I ;:;elieve 
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:ailure of 

• Strensth2~ins our ~efe~ses; 

• ~ee?ing cool in c~ises anc stayin9 out of ~ars; 

• Stand.ins up to o~r acversaries where \-.'e m\~St, but 

• ?2."aci;-;9 _!.....;-:1erica 
of h-..;:;:;an rights 

can; 

on the sice of 
and justice. 

on side 
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• .The ~h:-eat c-f -:.21e .s~>::-:.:c. of JliJclea:.- ·~:=p=·:-ls \ .... as 
icnored. No~ we ~ave ~a~e i~ high· on ~he world 
~qen~a and b~ilt ~e~ c~C?erative arra::1g2~en~s to 
=wn~ain this t~~~c~. 

• The ~e~elo?ins ~orld in which most of ma~kin6 lives 
~as tr~??ed in ?~verty a~d drifting t8~a-::ds increasing 
viole~ce. Ws ~~ve ~=a~atically strenqthened i~ter
nati=~a: ~a~ks and }en~inc i~stitutic~s ~o he:o 

• Fi::;::: l ly, t:-:erc: 
:::-a~e. Sl".LT I 

~25 ~ne ?rcs?ect 
°''.:: s :·:..;.nr-,1 ng out. 

~e have str2~3thened the 

of an ur:} ir:-,i ;:ed a.:-rr.s 
S~LT II ~as bogged 
p!"O?CSe~ 5.!->LT II 

As-~e E::Jer; t and 
Ce-:.e~:::--.eC tc 
tc CJ:;.T'T' -· . .;...; _ - .,. 

..'.. .l. 

~e have signed it. 
tackle real ~roblems 

:-.:;':i:ied. 

3eca '...!Se I am 
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~3~k:~;s cf ~3v2l ~~~~~~s ~e~=:ns 
=:.-:.=:.~=:C ·~::: ~:-1: :-::ess in the s:-~~~:-c=.=-~=- ~·ie 

~3~klog in na~: a~~ we are 
~ e·.~· s !; i :? s a t a. =:. t e o -: 7 0 % 

c~?er. 
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St:..-ait 
interests the 

.. . .... - . 
~ow ~u~~~~ns more 
g~sat2= ~~~~ Cu=ing 

~one of this · 
e>:i.s-tec :;efore. 

Stayin9 8ut 0-: Kars. 
rr1i 1 i ::a~-~, ?:J~.Je:": 

• It is e~sier to get i~to c war as we ~ave all l~ar!1ed 
than it i. s to Out of o:-:e. 

~ In the last three and a half years ~e coul~ have invol~ed 
ourselves di~ectly i~ more t~an one-half dc=en ~ars, 
revolutibns or co.:iflicts Iraq/Iran, L~~anon, ~i.ca~agua, 
.?..ngola, So::1ial'ia/::=thiopia ana Cc.roocia. h'e did not co so. 
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:t ~~st no~ ~e afr:id to 
s:.. -:.e :er ~~J-= C·l··.-~=i :=s. 

:: .:: ·.:. ~ .5 

o ~sa~e.:-shi? is having ~~e ?Olitical coLlrase d~ring the 
?:-esicential c.=.:::?c.ign of invc·:i..:i:.-n;: a ~ra.l.:: :::-2:.:::?:"go :ven 
-- it is ?~litic3lly ~~?~?Uiar 
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:-. ! ~ .. ., ~s = ~ ___ , 

3. ?.L_r._G,.~N 

a 

• Go~ernor ?ea~an S??ea=s n0t ~o ~3vor ~h~ s~~?-~r-s~ep 
approach of negoti~~ion anc di?lo~acy. His fi~st ans~er 
to foreign ?Olicy prc~i2~s is to a~vocate sc~e military 
.:-es?C>'1se: 
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!~or~!-! :~o:: ~==-, :.::::,c.n':'n, ~=·..:ad ~r, ~;:;:; ;;:s i a, ~·~:i.:i st.:n, 
Cyprus, the- ~i~dle ~ast and othe=s. 

~!hen \.:-:.:.cl ;_-,c~ .. ic:.~; i;;t:-=~s-:.s a.re thre.:-=.ened b~l 

mi li.·~-=r~1 f ·~:r-ce. 

• Governor ~e3~an ~ould junk ~ne S~LT !I 7reaty, which 
took seven years and thr~e Adrninist=ations to ~egotiat.e, 
anc would lcur.ch ~s on an· unco;:trollec a~-::;.s ~ace in the 
hopes of frishte~ing the Soviets i~to a new ag=~ement. 

• 

I thin}:: t:-iis i.·.72~.1ld =~st::-01~ th: a:.~s -=c,r;trcl ?::-oces end 
aa'..lse a ::~c..:.:c= ~~-:::s =~·-== \,:ith :..!"lc~:=:.;J..:~le 1~·2s~lts . 

CC.NC:..GDING 

• .:....!:ierica .is St.rons ::.-.ilitarily I politically oDC econ·or.,i::3] ly f 

and we are ~=c~ing stronger. My record in all these a=eas 
in forei;~ and ~atio~al security ?olicy is good. 

• I will continue -co ?'.::.:::-s:Je- ,?Olic:.es s-~::.:1 as acvo..::acy of 
h-...rr.-.an rig:i-:s wn1ch ice:-,tify tl!e L;r:ited States v.:i"'.:h justice, 
democracy, and a ~ecent lf:e for all peo?les, anc ~hich 
r~elp p=om=..te ?e:..::.C: ful c:. ::J1se. 

• I intend to co-"-:.:~:;e ;::;y ?·:i.:i::y of c:::::bi:!ing r:<-:~su::-'2s to 
strengt~en o~r ~e~~~se with efforts to negotiate :air and 
ver ifia bl e li'7",i ::s an~ re:: 1-.:Cti C·:::S in ar;"'.".::..,~e~ ts. 

• In cont:-.:.st, Governor ~ee:gan' s ?reocc:·.;;;ation wi t.'1 -._,ee:;:-io:;s, 
military po~er and assertive be~avior is likely to ant3go~i=e 
or frighten our allies and fri2nds, provoke a nuclear arms 
race, des::.roy the SALT ?recess, and i:;volve the L1. S. in 
trouble all over the sloh=. 
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Q: President Carter, your A~ministration has been accused of 
allowing the milit~ry balance with the Soviet Union to 
deteriorate to a -?csition of U.S. inferiority and ushering 
in a ?eriod of g=ave canger to U.S. inte=ests around the 
world. The Sec=etary of Defense ~as said that even with 
the post-Afghanist~n defense spending increases, it would 
require 40 yea=s to catch U? to Soviet expenditu=es. The 
Arruy Chief of Sta.ff, Gener-al ?-!eyer, recently stated that 
we have "a hollow A=my." 

A: 

How do you view the trends -- and the implications of these 
trends -- in the military balance? Are we, as Governor 
Reagan has charged, "second to one; namely, the Soviet Union" 
in military st=ength today? 

1. THEME 

We have turned aroun..d._\).ur cefenses from a decade of 
decline in spendi~~ we are ~ot going to embark on 
a wastef~l_cr~sh _ o ram or prov?ke a dangerou~ ar~s 

2 

• . ::::.o His ;:on c~ a=~ aces r.a ve al;cays enc ed ,n "'a". 

····I =eversed a ~e c~ec~line~ in:.•-2.§'E~d~n" on our defenses 
from J..968 to 1976. ~~ · 

a Defense S?enG.i:i;s cecli:;ed by 37 EJercent., I have -
increased it 10 percent. My program for the next 
five yea=s calls for appro?ria~ions of over one trillion 
dollars =or cefense. 

• Purchases of co~~at aircraft and army equi?ment drO??ed 
two-thirds in those eight vears. I have alrsady in
creased such purchases by 50 ?ercent. 

Stra~egic forces are cur deterrent to nuclear ~ar. 3ut 
when I came into office: 

s There was no answer to the Soviet threat to our fixed 
ICBM's. Now we have one -- the mobile M-X missile. 

• There was no answer to Soviet air defenses. The B~l 
bombe.c was alreadv aro,~·inc o~solete. We had no 
stratecric cruise ~i~sile ~rocrarn, but now the first 
strat~~ic crriise missile ~ili join the strategic air 
fo;:-ce next year. 
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In Europe, there was no allied program to strengthen 
our defenses. 

• I personally negotiated with allied leaders a 
commitment to three percent real growth, and we 
have developed a·long-ierrn NATO defens~ program. 

There was a growing nuclear gap-·in Europe·. 

• We. are closing it with a US-led program to deploy 
long-range missiles in Europe. 

Our forces in Europe were not ready. They were under
manned. They were threatened by overwhelming Soviet 
tank superiority. 

•·I increased our Army by 15 percent -- ~6,000 men. 

• We have deployed in the last three and a half years 
more than 50,000 a~t tank missiles. That is equal 
to the entire Wars act tank threat against NATO. 
And we are depl~ e at a rate five times faster 
than the Soviet~ ~ploying tanks. 

When I came into~c~our Navy had been cut in half 
py the Republ~~'llhe shipyards were a mess with almost 
$3 billion in ~te~laims. _ _ _ 

- ~ 
• We cleared up th~ess, ·and we are now building 7 0 

percent more ship~ per year than the average under 
the Republican Administration. 

Finally, we had no capability to rapidly protect our 
interests in the vital area of the Persian Gulf. 

• Now, we have a Rapid Deployment Force. 
exercising next month. 

It will begin 

• We have facilities in four areas in the region and a 
base at Diego Garcia that we are strengthenin_g. 

• We have pre-positioned equipment for 12,000 Marines 
and munitions for additional combat brigades and for 
more than 5,000 tacair sorties. 

• We .have two carrier task forces on station-in the 
region at_ all times with air and naval preponderance 

•to keep open the Straits of Hormuz where half of the 
nations' oil must flow. 
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This is a good record. It is a record of steacy, 
determined and ?rudent strengthening of our de£enses 
together with our allies. It provides us with a~ 
increasingly strong military posture consistent with 
strengthening our economy. 

3. ?.EAGAN 

• Governor Reagan's charge that we are now second to 
th~ Soviet Union in military strength reminds me 
that in almost every national campaign a candidate 
charges that the Soviets are ahead of us. After the 
election, those charges are either forgotten or are 
found to be false. If our nation were neglecting its 
defenses, it would be the duty of all informed people 
to sound the alarm. But false declarations of weak
ness only intensify the dangers we (ace. They can· 
cause our friends to-~oubt us and our enemies to 
discount us. A 

• While we want to,~ld our security for the future, 
the Renublicans....-..z d h~e us invest more todav on 
even obsolete ~e~ .s~. ~vernor Reagan has co~tinued 
to cite the ~ a ne that should have been built. 
The £act is t ulcho obsolete almost as fast as 
we could deoI i 't:: .... ~~he ?..eoublicans wanted to revive 
the .zrnM system-wh~ President. Nixon discarded~ They 
want a new air de~r.se svstem which is an anachronism 
in the missile age. The~' even v.·ant to recorn."!lission 
mothballed ships. This is a program of· obsolescence 
that would waste billions of defense dollars and 
simply let the Soviets catch up to us in advanced 
technology. 

• Governor Reagan will not tell us how much his arms 
race would cost. Conservative estimates suggest that 
next year·alone, it could equal the size of the. FY 81 
deficit. 

• If we embark on 
to the economy? 
economy and the 
elements of our 

such a crash program, what.will happen 
What will ha~oen to the dollar? Our 

strength of the dollar are also vital 
nation's security. 

• Gover~or Reagan said he would tear up the SALT II 
Treaty. The De?artment of Defense has estimated this 
could .-cost the A..-nerican people up to $100 billion in 
additional defense spending ~ith no increase in security. 
That is approximately e~ual to Governor Reagan's pro
posed de:ense increase. 
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• A strategy of tearing up arms limitations agreements 
and then having to spend $100 billion to compensate 
for these aareernents is not onlv ~asteful and foolish, 
it is extre~ely dang~rous. Unllke Governor R~agan, 
I·dO not believe in th=eatening an arrr.s race. The 
Governor s-hourd look·at history and answer a basic 
question. What ar~s race did not end in a war? 

4. CONCLUDING RE?L~RKS 

• The question facing ~.rnericans 1s not whether we should 
respond to these developments. All agree that we must. 
The real question is whether we will continue with a 
well-conceived and measured respo~se tailored to the 
actuai threats we face, or whether we will run off 
wildly in all directions at once, S?e~ding vastly 
greater sums to no positive effect -· and pro"voke an 
arms race in the bargain. 

• My Administration wi l preserve our national security. 
\\ie will im?rove our ?abilities as necessary to 

alance that exists today between 
the United S~ate e So\riet Union. We will con-
tinue to mak~s'- a~.sustained ·;increases i.· n defense 
spending to b · e~pabilities we need. We will 
buy only th ~ ~stems that best serve our needs, 
not every g .:>ffi · s ~apon system that comes along. 
And, we wil t~~ to seek arms contr~l ag~eenents -
like the S-~LT II ~aty -- to limit the growth in Soviet 
military ?Ower, ana to avoic S?ending resources un
necessarily in an uncontrolled arms race. 

• All of A..~erica's Presidents in the post-~ar period 
have agreed with John Kennedy's maxim. ·John Kennedy 
said it well. 

While maintaining our readiness for war, we 
must exhaust every avenue for psac~. Let us 
always make clear our willinqness to talk, if 
talk will help, and our readiness to fight, 
if fight we must. Our foremost aim is -the 
control of force, not the pursuit of force, 
in a world made safe for mankind. 

We have and are building further the st=ength to make 
rnanki'ria safe. 
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Q: President Carter, Governor ~eagan calls the SALT II T=eaty 

flawed and says he would drop it and go directly intci 
SALT III necotiations. He savs our allies' do not reallv 

~ - . 
support the Treaty and that it was dead in the Senate even 
before Afghanistan caused you to shelve it. You continue 
to assert that the S.iU.T II Treaty is in the interests of 
the United States and its allies. You say you will press 
for its ratification in the new Senate. 

Mr. President, why do you believe the SALT II Treaty is 
still in U.S. interests? Do you still believe it can be 
ratified with Soviet troops in Afghanistan? Even if you 
are reelected, won't it be necessary to renegotiate parts 
of the Treaty? 

A: 1. THEME 

• 

•• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Preventing nuclear war is the foremost res?onsibility 
of the ?resident of the United States. 

An all-out nucl:=_\\arms race increases the risk of 
. nuclear war. ~ 

T. he ·.Tre·a· tv···. is .. ~ .. the security interests of the United 
S~at~s; <:1,I].q_~~lies, and_ I will seek its ratification 
as soon .. as ,ey.o_l:~:: after the election. 

I intend{(:_~ t1?.,¥ress on in SALT III for deeper re
ductions ~g~ater qualitative constraints on new 
weapons. ~ 

~"v 
Tearing up Sltl,T II will unleash an arms race that will 
threaten our security and cost us billions. It will 
divide us from our allies, all of whom sup?ort SALT II. 

Governor rteagan's proposals to go on to SALT III with
out SALT II is naive and empty. His professed support 
for arms control contradicts a history of no discernable 
support for the arms control efforts of pr~vious Demo
cratic and Republican Presidents. 

2. RECORD 

• The SALT process, and the SALT II Treaty, which 
G6vernor Reaaan would abandon, are the products 
of thr~ee Rept;.blican and Democratic _..,.,,d:ninistrations 
all of which were convinced that limiting Soviet 
strategic ar~s strengther.s U.S. security and reduces 
the risk of nuclear war. 
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• The benefits of this Traaty- to the security 
interests of t~e U.S. are clear: 

Under the 7reaty, the United States will not 
have to ~educe any strategic systems, while 
the Soviets will have to reduce 250.and it . . . . . 

Tl.{frt 5 ttL T I, will prevant them from deploying 600 or 700 
new ones. 

7. IA I _ 
~~-

• 

Under the 7~eaty, the United States will be 
able to carry out all our planned strategic 
modernization programs, including the Trident I 
missile, the air-launched cruise missile, and 
the M-X land-bassed missile. 

SALT II will permit us to soend more on our 
highest priority needs for conventiooal force 
imorovenents. ~ 

Without SAL~ould be divided from our allies, 
a~l of ~h~~pport SALT.anc see it as a corner
stone o: c~own security. 

If we ab~S~ we will qive the Soviet Union 
an enor~~~aganda adva~tage and undermine our 
efforts to o:fV-0·1 the spread of nuclear weapons 
to othe ~s of ~e worlC.. 

Th '- h b-'S & • t f " ' - ~ ~ m rn t T t iese are ~ie e~e~i so cne ~~~1 .rea y. x wan -
the Aznerican :ieonle to understand clearlv what the - . ~ 

consequences of a world without the SA~T Treaty, a 
world which -c;overnor Reagan appare~tly wants, would 
be like: 

Without SALT, the Soviets could deolov over 3,000 
stratecric bomhQ~s. and missiles, instead of the -
2,250 they are allowed under the Treaty. 

Without SALT, the Soviets could deoloy as man~ 
- warn~c s on their larqe missiles as they are 

-Capable of carrying, fifteen or twenty or even 
more on each missile instead of ten. 

~vithout SALT, the Soviets could target an addi
tional three to six thousand more warheads on 
A.1"'Tlerican cities and military targets than they 
woµld under the Treaty. 

Without SALT, defense planning by our military 
leaders would !::>e much more difficult. The M-X 
program, a -central element in our planned 
stra~egic modernization, would be h3rder to 
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design and to build, and more costly, because 
we could not know what the size of Soviet forces 
would be and would have to predict the worst. 

Without SALT,· our ability to monitor Soviet 
forces -- and thus to evaluate Soviet 
capabilities -- would be reduced, because 
the Soviets would be freed from the SALT 
constraints on deliberate concealment of 
strategic forces. 

Without SALT, the likely increase in Soviet 
strategic capabilities would require us to 
spend even more on defense, prehaps on the 
order of an additional $30 to $100 bilLion 

·over a 10 year period. This would comRound 
our already difficult budget choices. We 
would of course spend what is necessary for 
our security, but with SALT, it would be 

Governor Reagan says he will withdraw the SALT 
Treaty from the Senate and "immediately open 
negotiations on a S.~LT III Treaty" for arms 
reductions . 

At the same ~ime, Governor Reagan will launch 
on an effort to outbuild the Soviets in an 
attempt to frighten them into negotiations for 
a new agreement . 

Governor Reagan says our allies do not really 
support the Treaty. He says it was dead in the 
Senate before Afghanistan. 

Nothing Gove~nor Reagan has said betrays more claarly 
his dangerous- misunderstanding of foreign affairs 
than his state~ents on SALT. 

What would we do if the Russians tore u;i s.::.LT 
and threatened an arRJs race and asked for irru"7led ia te 
negotiations? Governor Reagan is naive if he thinks 
the Soviets would react di~ferently. 
Reagan's course ~eans one thins: 
nucle.::.= <J.~5 r-:!:-'?, · ::i:ic collapse 
-,-,-. ...... o-~ 
~- •....1\- - :::. ~J • 

c.:;· ... :e.rr.or 

~ ~: ; -. ·~ : .: :. : :-: g 
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• What would the Governor propose on SALT III? He 
wants a buildup in strategic forces, but he also 
wants reductions. He should tell the American 
people what u.s .. systems he is prepared to dis
mantle if he is sinc~re abc,t1t getting further 
Soviet reductions. 

-· 
The Governor is reported to have over 100 
people working on the so-called October Surprise 
Committee. Well, the surprise is that Governor 
Reagan is in favor of arms control. He certainly 
has never before favored any of the arms control 
accomplishments of any Presidents -- Republican 
or Democrat. 

~he Governor's argument that the allies-secretly 
are against SALT is~·anger0us misperception, 
perhaps more danger ·than his misunderstanding of 
China. Throwing ~S T II will di ·vide us from our 
allies andr~ Soviets the propaganda windfall. 
Our efforts t · -~ theater nuclear forces in 
Europe will u i1'~opQrdy. The Europeans will 
seek to dis s ~ t~themselves from Governor 
Reagan's a i. ~~~'\lolicy. The result will be a 

-----~i'.:ided allianc~,,d a can:;:rous inc:rease in Soviet 
in~luence. . _ 

Governor Reagan's assert£on that SALT II wa~ dead· 
before the Soviets invaded Afahanistan shows that 
he has at least one thing in ;owmon with the Soviet 
Union. They now also make that claim as a way of 
justifying their inv3sion of Afghanistan. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

• I believe that the Senate will ratify SJ>.LT II because 
the Treaty is, in its simplest terrr.s, i~ the interest 
of our Nation's security. It forces the Soviets to 
reduce, while we carry out essential strategic modern
ization. 

• Governor Reagan and the Republican Party would 
abandon SALT and the arms control process build 
up by every President since Eisenhower. He 
would sacritice the important contributions the
Treaty makes ~o U.S. security. 

• Governor Reagan would leave us in an uncontrolled 
nuclear arms race. There is no way to predict 
how long it would take to reconstruct the ar~s 
control process. The rlsk of nuclear war would 
incre2.se. 
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U.S.-Soviet Relations 

Q: Mr. President, why has your Administration failed to 
manage successfully the U.S.-Soviet relationship, the 
key factor in international relations? How have we 
reached this point of tension, deteriorating relations 
and renewed military competition? What would you do in 
a second Administration to put u.s.-soviet relations 
back on an even keel? 

A: 1. THE~..E 

• 

• 

• 

• 

That relations between the United States and the 
Soviet Union are severely strained is undeniable. 
And that this strain is largely created by Soviet 
behavior is also undeniable. 

A 7table, ~alanced~~ationship with the Soviet 
Union remains my g~ 

But, stable relat~s --:- detente -- cannot be 
divorced from dete,...~ren~ The Sovi~ts must · 
understand that ~'tiey ot at the same time 
threaten world~c~~ d still enjoy the benefits 
of cooperati~wit~~he U.S. Cooperation or . 
competition . ~~oice is up to the Soviet- -
Union. The Uni States will respond to either~ 

But not all problems in this world are carried 
by the U.S. S. R·. Dealing with poverty, hunger, 
political oppression, the spread of nuclear 
weapons are also vital to our security and can
not be ignored. 

2. RECORD 

•· The Soviet Union has used its increasing military 
capabilities to seek to increase its influence in 
the Third World. With extraordinary shortsighted
ness, it has done so in the belief that these 
actions would not undermine detente with the 
United States and the West. 

• This Soviet calculation was clearly wrong. Our 
relations with the Soviet Union have reached the 
lowest point in years, particularly accentuated 
by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. 

-.. · .. ; 
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• This attempt to subjugate an independent, non
aligned Islamic people is a violation of 
international law and the United Nations 
Charter, two fundamentals of international 
order. Hence,- it is ·also' a dangerous threat 
to world peace. 

• The firm actions the United States has taken in 
recent months -- on grain sales., on technology, 
on fishing rights, in exchanges and on the 
Olympics -- are meant to demonstrate that 
aggression bears a price. 

• 

• 

Most Americans support the steps we have taken • 
For they understa~d at we cannot e~press our 
national resolve · out individual sacrifice -
from farmers,~ inessmen, from athletes, 
and others. o eagan apparently does 
not underst~ ·s. He has opposed many of 
the steps~ ~-

~ ' 
When we u ~o these policies, we had no 
illusions that y would bring .about an . 
immediate re itleration 0£ Soviet policy. 

It w_.ill_. take time for the Soviet Union to 
reassess its policy. When it does, we are 
prepared to consider realistic ar=angernen±s to 
restore a neutral, nonaligned Afghanistan. 
With the withdrawal of Soviet troops, we would 
end our sanctions. 

• We must recognize, however that not all of 
our difficulties in the world today can be 
blamed on the Soviet Union, as Governor Reagan 
has suggested. The world is much more diverse, 
interdependent, and unstable than in the past. 
There is no question that the Soviets, when they 
feel they can get away with it, will take every 
opportunity to expand their influence at Western 
expense. But we forget our world leadership role 
when we blind ourselves to the realities of the 
problems we face by fixing our attention too 
rigidly on the Soviets. 

• The profound differences in what our two governments 
believe about freedom and power and the inner lives 
of human beings are likely to remain for the 
indefinite· future, and so are other elements of 
competition between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. That competition is real and deeply rooted 
in the history and values of our respective societies. 
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• But it is also true that since our two countries 
can destroy the world, we share many important, 
overlapping responsibilities. We will seek to 
translate these into concrete understandings, if 
the Soviet Union is prepared to exercise restraint. 
If not, we shall be prepared for any challenge to 
our interests. 

3. REAGAN 

• Governor Reagan has a very simple view of u.s.
Soviet relations: The Soviet Union is behind 
all the unrest in the world; if theyii}ou d 
behave, there wouldl:C.e o~ 't spots" i .. hE/ J . 
world. J , ~ /::::~ 

oe~ k,, . -- . 
Governor Reagan has an equal y si~ple answer 
to Afghanistan: ~ckade Cuba, cut off all 
communication wi he Soviet Union, send 
U.S. advisers ~ · tary equipment to 
Pakistan, an e~"ljrmS to the Afghan 
insurgents. N . ~"O · 

. ~~ ,·\~ 
But, whe i ~ to action instead of words, 
Governor • pposed or temporized on many 
of the specif measures I took to bring home 
to the Soviets the costs of aggression: 

- He opposed the grain embargo, though pe has 
long advocated halting grain sales to the 
Soviet Union as a moral issue. He wanted to 
stop grain sales after the disclosure of the 
Soviet brigade in Cuba. 

- Governor Reagan at first suggested an Olympic 
boycott, then he swung against it, then finally 
said it was for the athletes to decide. 

He opposed draft registration, one of the most 
convincing signals of our determination.-

• Governor Reagan believes the Cold War never 
ended, so he would see no loss in a return to 
an arms race and to the end of detente. 

~ • Governor Reagan believes the Soviets are marching 
f\

1 
,J t with the tide of history. This is nonsense. Over 

; ' the past several years, the Soviet Union has lost · ~ l as much influence in the World as it has gained, 
~ starting w i.th the People's Republic of China 

in the late 19 Sos-. Indonesia, Egypt and Somalia 
~ have all sent the Soviets packing. They are not 

cY~ \\ ~, \ I.A",& ~t"."" 01;;- I J.f i ? 
~ , \r \ (; i\/) 1 ,l ,..:...?.f;W!) l /,1 I,- (_ 

!\_V :i\ J I ' " • . . . ' I i ,.,. ,, , V · ;r ~·/•: '·· ·' • f p-._,.v........, 
•-t ~ : ~ • ' l ~-! - ~ - - • ., -
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' alone. The Soviet Union has fewer friends in 
the Third World today than a decade ago. We 
have moved America to the forefront of world 
history not only because of our technology, but 
also because our dedication to democracy, . 
human rights and human justice makes us a beacon 
to the oppressed everywhere. 

4 . CONCLUDING REMJi..RKS 

• The way to better relations is open if the 
Soviets alter their conduct. That is clearly 
the path we prefer. We seek no Cold War, no 
indiscriminate confrontation. But we will 
insist that Moscow respect the legitimate 
int7rests of the~'ted States and o( other 
nations. · 

• · The American e nderstand that our relation-
ship with 'et Union contains elements of 
competit; on~ontation as well as coopera-
tion. o d - ere~es are profound. But it is 
al?o tru t ~~"two countries share many 
important inter~'ts, survival being the most 
critical. we·5itiJ.st, therefore, attempt to avoid 
the excessiv~~wings in our policies toward the 

~-~~: ____ Soviet Union,.:tand pursue a steady, firm course a.£ 
cooperation where it serves our interests,_ as in 
the SALT Treaty, and be prepared for confrontation 
in competition if this is necessary. 

• Ahead .lies the uncertainty of the directions in 
which a new generation-of leadership will take 
the Soviet Union, in the solution of its internal 
problems, and the advancement of its interests 
abroad. With steadfastness and patience, we can 
affect the choices they will make; but if we give 
way to fear and if we cut off all communications 
as Governor Reagan urged after Afghanistan, we may 
well see the next generation of Soviet leaders 
fulfilli~g our worst nightmares. 



Q: 

Western Alliance 

President Carter, ~e~ublicans ~nd other critics say there 
has been a loss of European confidence in your personal 
leadership and in the reliability of the United States. 
Critics say your policies and leadership have been erratic, 
with sudden flip flops. The neutron bomb is one example; 
the stress on human rights in certain areas and not in 
others another, and our arms sales policies a third. 

Governor Reagan has said: "I think there is every indication 
that some of our European friends are beginning to wonder if 
they shouldn't look more toward -- or have a rapprochment with 
the Soviet Union, because they are not sure whether we are 
dependable or not." 

When your Administration began, you said strengthening the 
Atlantic Alliance would be one of your principal aims. Yet, 
over the last four years the U.S. and the NATO allies seem . 
to be drifting apart on a wh~orange of irnpoFtant issues: 

is in serious disa a the Alliance remain unified and 
effective in the f e uch ~ep problems? 

East-West relations, defe~ icies, energy problems, infla
tion and economic stagnat ~ r ations with the Third World, 
the Middle East --~h could go on. Isn't it clear NATO 

\~'O~ . . 
A: l. THEME ~~'lo~ .. 

The NATO Allianc~is as strong today as it has been at 
- ··anytime in my µiemory. Under U.S. leadership, NATO has 

developed a broad, coordinated and.cohesive strategy for 
strengthening the Alliance. The Atlantic Alfiance; 
together with our Alliances with Japan, Australia, and 
New Zealand, is now and will remain the bedrock of 
Western collective security. 

2. RECORD 

e When I took office, the Alliance was indeed troubled. 
We faced serious security problems in Europe, with no 
corrunon plan for dealing with them. 

A central objective of my Administration was to devise 
an effective response to the Alliance disa~ray we 
inherited from the previous Republican Administration. 

At the 1978 NATO Summit, the NATO Allies· agreed to 
join with us in increasing real defense spending by 
3% every year until 1986. 

e In 1~7~ we launched a Long Term Defense Program to 
improve NATO's capabilities in ten key areas, 
ranging from air defense to maritime postuie. This 
program is being vigorously implemented. 
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o NATO has made a historic decision to modernize 
theater nuclear forces with the deployment of long
range Pershing and Ground-Launched Cruise Missiles 
in Europe which can strike the Soviet Union. · 

o But, our Allies car. do more. The commitments they 
made in 1978 are all the more important in light of 
the security situation in Southwest Asia. NATO must 
face the possibility that" U.S. foices we.previously 
had hoped would be available for _the defense of 
Europe might have to be committed to a conflict or 
crisis elsewhere, especially Southwest Asia. 

• We have recently discussed this situation with our 
Allies and have agreed with them that we need to 
accelerate implementation of critical Long-Term 
Defense Program ures, and some ~ountries must· 
make a renewed t to achieve three percent real 
growth in def nding. 

REAGAN ~ ~"U'"':J 
o Unlike ~~~~gan, I do not accuse our allies 

of drif~t "n~utralism" or a desire to 
acco~odate t Soviet Union. An Alliance which is 
vigorously implementing a Long-Term Defense Program 
to improve its collective military capabilities, which 
is committed to increasing real defense spend-ing by 
3%, and which has decided to implement a major moderniza
tion of theater nuclear fcrces, is not trying to appease 
the Soviet Union. It is nonsense, and'damaging to the 
Alliance, to make such a charge. 

-
o Governor Reagan says he would consult with the allies 

and show them we value the Alliance. Governor Reagan's 
advisers must not have briefed him well on the record 
of consultations with NATO over the last three and one 
half years. I have met with allied leaders in five 
summits. I have had innumerable bilateral discussions 
with individual allied leaders on every issue con
fronting the Alliance today. Secretaries .Vance, 
Muskie and Brown have met dozens of times bilaterally 
and in NATO with their counterparts. The record will 
show an unprecedented volume of correspondence and 
exchange at the highest levels with our hllies on 
major foreign policy issues, most of it quite sensitive . 

. In short, no U.S. Administration has consulted as 
intensively with the Allies as has mine. 
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As an example of hrs forceful policies, Governor 
Reagan says he would deploy the "neutron bomb" in 
Europe. This betrays an insensitivity to European 
political concerns that could cause serious strains 
in the Alliance. Governor Reagan ignores one 
essential fact: NATO is an Alliance of sovereign 
states. We do not tell our Allies that we are going 
to deploy a weapon their territory. We consult with 
them, we examine the military requirements, we con
sider the political implications, then we as an 
Alliance decide: 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

• 

• 

Over the past three and one-half years, NATO has 
taken several major decisions to strengthen conven
tional and nucl~ar orces, to increase real defense 
spending, and r · ribute security burdens in the 
Alliance so ~· can direct more effort at pro~ 
tecting ou~n interests in the Persian Gulf. 

This ha~ chi~~nder U.S. leadership. Without 
a vigor s ortm; myself, my top foreign policy and 
defense so~~~d the concerted effort of my 
Administration~ATO could not have org'3;nized and begun 
the difficult task of implementing this tremendous 
effort. I am proud of what we have accomplished and 
I am determined that we shall do even more to
strengthen the Alliance. 

NATO is a healthy, strong alliance of free, equal 
and sovereign nations. From time to time, disagreements 
among free allies over the proper responses to the 
challenges we are facing is understandable. But, our 
common goals -- mutual security and preservation of our 
democratic way of life -- are deep and enduring. Ne 
should work even harder at coordinating our actions in 
Europe and.wherever our interest are threatened. But 
the Alliance is dynamic and vibrant; it is not in 
disarray. 
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Persian Gulf.· 

~ . 

Q: President Carter, your critics have charged that we 
can't affect the course of the war between Iraq and Iran 
because we haven't built a policy or a position there. 
Hence we are neutral in the conflict. What have you 
done about that ·region and .. 1f :the war shou;J..d escalate 
in the near future, does the United States· have the 
capability to protect our vital interests in the 

A: 

region? -

1 .. THEME 

In recent years the Persian Gulf has become vital 
to the United States and to many of our friends 
and allies. Over the longer term, the world's 
dependence on Persian Gulf oil is likely to 
increase. The denial of these oil supplies --. 
to us or to others -- would threaten our security 
and provoke an economic crisis greater than that 
of the Great Depressio 50 years ago. Loss of this 
oil would createi not only in the world economy, 
but for the secu o our alliances. The twin 
threa.ts to th~ of rsian Gulf oil -- from 
regional i~i · ~~ _as the c;:urrent conflict_ 
between !r a ~, ~na potentially from the 
Soviet Uni ~~~sult o= i~s invasion of 
Afghanistan -- ~~ire ~hat we assist our friends 
in the region to enhance their ~ecurity and ~hat_ 
we clearly state our intenti8n to defend o~r 
vital interests if threatened. 

2. RECORD 
h ~ tJe, a /r.f/4)' .s 

o I lesE_J a~e recogri.ized the growing importance 
of the Persian Gulf, not just to other oil 
importing nations, but also to us. That's one 
reason I have pushed so hard on an energy 
policy -- which means that we are now importing 
24% less oil now than when I was inaugurated. 
That also means that worldwide_ oil stocks are 
at an all-time high, .so that both Iraqi_ and 
Iranian oil could come off the world market 
without causing a raal crisis. 

We have also been building up our ability to 
act in our own interests, and those of our 
friends in the area, if that became necessary. 
We are creating a Rapid Deployment Force; we 
have prepositioned military stocks; we have 
two carrier battle groups in the region; we 
are making more use of the Diego Garcia base; 
and we have agreements giving us access to 
military facilities in Oman, Kenya, and Somalia. 
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• It was no accident, therefore, that we were 
able to keep the Iran-Iraq war from spreading 
to the oil areas of the Gulf a few weeks ago. 
And it is no accident that we have the ability 
to keep open the Strait of Hormuz -- through 
which 60% of the world's exportable oil flows 
no matter what efforts are made to close it. 

As for the war itself, we have strongly supported 
international efforts, in the United Nations and 
elsewhere, to end the fighting and to bring Iran 
and Iraq to the negotiating table. 

• I have exchanged letters with President Brezhnev 
about the situation. It is my belief that the 
Soviets do not want war to break out in a 
general way throu hout the Persi~n Gulf. The 
biggest threat to ur security would be if the 
Soviets shoul empted to move into Iran or 
to move into n ar where they can control the 
Persian G~· elf or the access to it. This 
would be d t t~at, not only to our own 
securix; t~~"eurity of other western 
nation ep on oil supplies from· that 
region e~~ ic well-b.eing. President 
Brezhnev is ~~y aware of our views. 

. . 
o We are also working to keep the conflict- frolli 

spreading beyond Iran and Iraq. To this end 
we are helping our non-belligerent friends in 
the area who are threatened by this conflict. 
My decision to send advance warning-and-control 
aircraft to Saudi Arabia underscores our 
determination to strengthen the defenses of 
such friends -- so that they can guard their 
own independence and territorial integrity. 
We are also urging all other nations - in the 
region and beyond - to avoid involvement and 
to work to limit and resolve the fighting. 
It is in no one's interest to see the 
hostilities widen. 

• Finally, we have pledged to do what is necessary 
to protect free shipping in the Strait"of Hormuz 
from any interference. We have the ability to 
meet this pledge. 

3. REAGAN 

• We are told that greater hmerican milit~ry might 
could have orcvcntcd the course of events in 
Iran. ciovc~n~r Reagan has said that there was 
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a time that the revolt against the Shah could 
have been halted. He didn't say exactly how. 
But the fact is that in the world as it is, 
American militar forces cannot provide a 
satisfacto~y so tion. to the inte~nal problems 
of other nat; If we tried to order the 
affairs of r tions by force, we would 

- be ·endle t war· all over the· globe. And 
how wou e9\...dif£er from the Soviet Union 
and iff'~ ns~~Afghanistan or Ethiopia? 

CONCLUDING~RK~ 
o Enhancing ~ security of the ·Persian Gulf 

region and~e Middle East will require a 
sustained, long-term commitment .. We are 
prepared to make such a cornmi~~ent. We 
want to work with all of the countries in 
the region to achieve it. The present 
conflict between Iraq and Iran underscores 
the vital importance of this task. 
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Iran: .Hostages 
' -

Q: Mr. President, fifty-two Americans remain captive in Iran. 

A: 

The response of your Administration has been to try several 
diplomatic initiatives, invoke economic sanctions against 
Iran and attempt a-military rescue mission. The latter, we 
know, was a failure. Less clear has been the effect of the 
diplomatic initiatives and economic sanctions. Now, of course, 
we have the war between Iran and Iraq which has further 
complicate~ the release of our hostages. 

Now that you have had the perspective of time and.thought, 
please evaluate for us the effectiveness of the diplomatic 
and economic measures you have taken, and the wisdom of the 
rescue mission and why it collapsed. Finally, what do you 
propose we do now to win the release of the hostages? 

.1. .THEME 

No single internatioli has caused me greater 
personal concern as id than the continued, illegal 
detention of our ~ es ran. Since the first day 
the hostages w~a ,~ have kept two goals in mind. 
First, to pres v~ e ~or and integrity.of our Nation 
and to protect i~ests. Second, to take no action 
in this country that~ld endanger the lives of safety 
of the hostages nor interfere with their earliest possible 

- -· release back t;o freedom-.- - --

2. RECORD 

a International condemnation of Iran, the economic 
sanctions which we have imposed, and now the. war 
with Iraq, have raised the costs to Iran of their 
illegal actions and are bringing home to Iranians 
the fact that the holding of the hostages is hurting 
their country and bringing dishonor to their 
revolution. 

• But divisions with Iran have prevented progress, 
and this has been my greatest frustration_as President. 

• I have no regret that we attempted to rescue our 
hostages. Our rescue plan was well conceived and 
had an excellent chance of success. 

• Our intelligence information is that the hostages 
are alive and safe, and that the Iranian authorities 
are Adt mistreating them. 
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I believe the Iraq-Iran war has not endangered the 
hostages' lives. But, it. has complicated our efforts 
to gain their release. 

There are rumors that we are prepared to trade the 
·hostages for spare parts for Iranian military equip
ment. j'her~)-sjno suc!)iJPrA>pos;t_l ,J no such dea.l. / 
A/0 f/re~ 1 U-..;; ~ µ() d,-·.J,e~ ~ · 
!- cannot, -for obvious reasons, go -into any details 
about our continuing diplomatic efforts. However, 
w·e have made it clear from the very beginning that 

.· ... • .• !··. ·: 

we were prepared to meet at any time or any place with 
anyone authorized to speak with authority on behalf of 
the I::-anian government on this issue. The reluctance 
has always been on the side of Iran, because of their 
own internal polit' onsiderations. This problem 
can be solved an wi be solved. But I cannot 
say when a sol will be reached. · 

I also und~ e -~ense interest and 
speculation e njt~e of any agreement which 
might lead t he ~liease of the hostages. I have 
consistently r~eu e&ito comment on the Iranian 
conditions or ossible U.S. respons~. This is 
not an i·SSUe Whi · is going to be SOl Ved by a public 
exchange. It must be handled in diplomatic channels 
out of the glare of publicity. 

3. REAGAN 

@ Governor Reagan believes we should have issued an 
ultimatum to Iran. He also wanted to "literally 
quarantine" Iran. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

o We have pursued a policy of firmness and restraint. 
We have not issued ultimata, as Governor Reagan has 
said he would do. Nor have we attempted to "literally 
quarantine" Iran as he has suggested. I believe such 
actions would be reckless and would pose a serious 
threat to the lives of the hostages. 

I can't mislead you by saying that there are some 
immediate prospects that the hostages will be 
released. My hope and prayer is that they will be 
and I believe that we have made as much effort as 
·poss~ble to secure their safe return. 
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:Middle East Peac~-~rocess 

' -

Q: President Carter, there has been no progress in the 
autonomy talks between Egypt and Israel. None is 
expected until after the November election, if then .. 
Many believe that the autonomy issues are so intractable 
that the Camp David process is finished. The Europeans 
have apparently reached this conclusion. 

A: 

Would it not be fair to say that the Middle East peace 
process is at a dead end? Would it not be better to start 
on a new.approach? 

And, isn't it true that Israeli intransigence on West Bank 
settlements and the status of Jerusalem are the real 
roadblocks to peace in the Middle East. Shouldn't the 
United States bring pressure to bear on Israel to change 
its policy on these issues? 

1. THEME ~ 

My Administrat~n~ sought to achieve peaceful 
resolutions~ putes in troubled areas of the 
world --~· · , Latin America and the Middle _ 
East. R confl~ pose the danger of wider 
.confront · s and Ji~ the interest of the Soviet 
Union to· cit ~$order. We can take satisfaction 

!~~;.real prog~ in the purs~~~----~~ =eace has been 

2. RECORD 

• When I took office, peace in the Middle East 
was only a prayer. There had been four wars 
in 30 years between Israel and her neighbors. 

• Two years ago Prime Minister Begin and President 
Sadat joined me at Camp David. Last year they 
signed a peace treaty at the White House between 
their two countries. 

o Today, Israel and Egypt are at peace. Ambassadors 
have been exchanged; borders have been opened; 
two-thirds of the Sinai has been returned to 
Egypt. 

e I am very proud of this accomplishment. It was 
achieved through patient negotiation and hard 
work, by all parties. It was not a~~ved through 

Ji)°ifao:5it:r' w ~ ~4/~ 
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o In this regard, the United States has no 
intention of pressuring Israel to make 
concessions in the autonomy negotiations. 
And there can be nc peace in the Middle East 
unless. Israel is secure. I am committed to 
that security: 

-· 
nearly half of all U.S. aid to Israel 
since its creation as a sovereign state 
more than $10 billion - has been requested 
during my Administration. 

just recently our two countries signed a 
five-year agreement guaranteeing Israel 
access to U.S. oil if it cannot obtain its 
own supplies on he world market. You will 
remember that I ael made a great sacrifice 

~e up control of· the Sinai 
oil fields a of the Camp· David accords 
and peac ty.~~ 

Despite ~ ~~shments of the Camp David 
process, u ~~ins to be done. Camp David 
led to th e~~ treaty between"Egypt and 
Israel. It a.l::JTo established the framework for 
a comprehensive peace among all parties in the 
region; Progress has been made toward that
goal. 

Two weeks ago the chief Israeli and Egyptian 
negotiators in the autonomy talks met in 
Washington. Our special Mideast negotiator, 
Sol Linowitz,· reported that the two sides were 
moving closer to agreement. The negotiators 
will meet again on November 17. And I hope to 
meet with Prime Minister Begin and President 
Sadat shortly after that. We have come this 
far; we don't intend to fail. 

· 3. REAGAN 

~ Governor Reagan has said that the United States 
should not try to impose a settlement on the 
Middle East or dictate its will. I would simply 
remind him that neither the Camp David accords 
nor the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel 
wer~ imposed by the United States. Both were 
achieved through patient and persistent 
negotiation and hard work, not coercion. 
I would also remind Governor Reagan that, 
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at the request of both Israel and Egypt, the 
United States is currently involved as a full 
partner in the autonomy negotiations. As 
Camp David demonstr.ated, the United States 
can contribute in a major way to the peace 
process -- not by imposing its will -- but by 
acting as a catalyst, and by helping the parties 
overcome difficult issues. 

I also find it somewhat surprising that Governor 
Reagan would express such concern about the 
United States imposing a settlement on the 
Middle East when he has made just the opposite 
recommendation for other disputes around the 
world, including Lebanon, Cyprus, Ecuador and 
Rhodesia, among others. In each-of these 
instances he suggested that the United States 
should use, or th aten to use, military force 
to resolve the ute. Governor Reagan's 
concern for settlements appears to be 
selective· 

CONCLUDING ~ . ~~~ 

o The Camp av~· ~ocess has brought peace between 
Israel and . t. This is an historic accomplishment 
and -one t~~ all Americans can be proud of. - During 
my next t~t~, I hope to see all parties at peace 
in the Middle East. 

a Camp David has not resolved all the problems in 
the Middle East. But let me remind you of this. 
It is the first time that the two issues of 
Israeli security and Palestinian rights -- issues 
at the heart of the Arab-Israeli conflict -- have 
been at the top of the agenda together. And no 
other approach has been suggested, by Governor 
Reagan or anyone else, that can do that. 
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us Policv Toward .. · China 

,; . 

Q: United States policy toward the People's Republic of 
China and toward Taiwan surfaced early as a major 
foreign policy issue in this campaign. 

A: 

President Carter, do you b~lieve it would be possible 
to upgrade our unofficial relationship with Taiwan without 
doing damage to our relations with the PRC? More generally, 
what do you' see as the major ben.efits t'o date of your 
decision. to normalize relations with the PRC? 

1. THEME 

When I assumed office in 1977, I set two central 
tasks - to improve America's political position 
in the world and to improve our strategic condition. 
Normalization of relations with China.has made. a 
positive contribution to both these objectives. 

2. RECORD 

I wu very please~h the progress we have made 
in U.S.-. China ~~~ns.. ~·ihen I took office in 
1977, our ~ s Wf:._re a~ a .. standstill. The 
leaders~h p•~i:s Republic were unsure . 
of the Ii · it~~ .. t:ie un.:.ted States and of 
our det · atio~~~o res?on~ to Soviet activities 
around- th gl~-~ The deadlock in our relations 
was broken in cember, 1978, when I announced 
that we would ormally recogr.ize the PRC. 

Since that time, the benefits of normalization 
have become clear. Trade, t=avel, cultural 
exchange and, most of all, the security and 
stability of the Pacific res.:.on is greater now 
than at any time in this ce!1tury. And, for the 
first time in our history we have good relations 
with both China and Japan. · 

3. REAGAN 

e I nm very concerned that Governor Reagan's ill
advised and confused statements on Taiwan and 
China may place these important accomplishments 
in jeopardy. If the United States weie to 
adopt Governor Reagan's p~sition on Taiwan, 
I believe the damage to our important strategic 
relationship with China would be severe. Perhaps 
he docs not understand thnt the resumption of an 
official relationship with Taiwan would not only 
be contrary to the January 1979 Joint Communique 
we negotiatcd_and agreed to with China, but would 
void all of the preliminary understandings 
beginning with the Shanghai Comr.iunique President 
Nixon agreed to in 1972. 
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Governor Reagan's concern about Taiwan also is 
ill-informed. At the time of normalization, 
I made it clear that we would continue practical 
relations with the people of Taiwan, but without 
an official relationship, and that we would do 
nothing to jeopardize the well-being of the 
people of Taiwan. We have fulfiiled that commit
ment. There has been no betrayal of Taiwan. In 
fact, Taiwan has done exceedingly well since 
derecognition. The clearest evidence of this is 
that United States trade with Taiwan is at an 
all-time high and that tension in the strait 
between Taiwan and the People's Republic is at 
an all-time low. 

I hope that Governor ?.eagan now understands the 
importance of our relationship w~th the People's 
Republic of China. He didn't in 1978 when he 
said "it is hard to~what is in it for us." 
Beyond the question trade and cultural 
exchanges, the f~i ~hat our national security 
is enhanced b ela ionship with the PRC. What 
Governor R~a ~ no~· nderstood is that a strong, 
peaceful a e C is in our na t·ional 
interest. · a..carl ident in its abilitv to 
defend its d~~'l.hhances stability in the Far 

- East and contri~es to our security and that 
of our allies. ~ 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

e Over the next four years I hope to see our new 
relationship with China grow. At the same time, 
we have no intention of improving our relations 
with China for tactical advantage against the 
Soviet Union. We are developing our relations 
with China on their own merits. We want good 
relations with China and the Soviet Union, Gut 
we will not slow down progress in U.S.-China 
relations just because Soviet behavior makes it 
impossible to move ahead with Moscow. 

We will not sell arms to China. Neither we nor
thc· Chinese seek u. military alliance r"ela tionship. 
Nevertheless, we can and will assist China's drive 
to improve its security by permitting appropriate 
technology transfer, including the sale of dual use 
t~chnolog~ and defensive-military equi9ment. 

• In the ~bscnce of front3l assaults of our common 
interests, th~ United States and China will re~ain 
as at present -- friends rather than allies. 
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Central Anierica 
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Q: President Carter, next to the Persian Gulf, perhaps the most 
most volatile region of the world today is Central America. 

A: 

No country seems immune from the revolutionary fervor·sweeping 
the region. The Republicans have sharply criticized.- your 
policy there. They state yo~ haye ~tood by while Castro's 
Cuba_-- assisted.by the Soviet-Union -- arms, •trains and 
supports reyolutionary forc~s ·throughout i;h~. region.. -

·The· Republi·cans further state that they do not 
States assistance to any Marxist government in 
and, specifically, oppose your aid.program for 

support United 
this hemisphere 
th~ government 

'I" ; of Nicaragua. -
-.. ~ 

On few foreign policy issues are the lines so tightly drawn 
between your policies and those of the Republicans·. How do 
you account for this sharp poli y difference?- Do you believe 
the Cubans and Soviets are nsible for - the turmoil": in 
Central America? How best e United States influen-ce the 
direction of the change s th.rough the region? 

~©) ~ 
!tc~!n!';'.~~r;~~id, a -~~g_~dI~e~=i~~n~~~ ~~r~. 1i~~o~~s 

1. THEME 

of new nations havet1~1.49ec si~ce the Second World War • 
. . -----The international la cape has been fundamentally altered. 

··· · We mus_t_ seek posi tiv ·relations around the world not because 
we have a compulsion to be liked but because-our interests 
are at stake. We cannot return to the 1950 1 s, a time of 
unique American military and economic preparedness in this 
hemisphere and the world. By attempting to understand and 
identify with the world as it is, the United States is in 
a much better position to channel this change in a con-

· structive fashion and to resolve regional disputes. The 
turmoil in Center America today is a test of America's 
ability to deal constructively with global change. 

2. RECORD 

• Those who are most concerned about the potential for 
radical revolution in Central America and growing 
Cuban influence in the region should be the strongest 
supporters of our efforts to help Nicara~ua and 
El Salvador. But, Governor Reagan is not. 

,· . 

......... 
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• We are encouraged that Nicaraguan moderates and 
businessmen have chosen to stay in Nicaragua and 
help work to make it a more democratic country. They 
have asked for our help, and we will not abandon them. 
They have asked for our economic assistance. We have 
provided it, most recently in the form of a $75 million 
economic package to Nicaragua. 

In El Salvador, we have been encouraged by the.changes 
and reforms that the new governmen~ began implementing. 
The government there is moderate, reformist and 
interested in a productive relationship with the United 
States •. We are providing more than $70·million of· 
economic assistance. 

3. REAGAN 
. 
• Governor Reagan seems- to believe that Cuban 

and the Soviet Union~r behind all the problems in. -
Central America. I t, Governor Reagan has said: 
"The Soviet Un§]' n r ·es all the unrest that is 
going on. If er~n t engaged in the game of 
dominoes, ~ w ~~ be any hot spots in the 
world." I e ~ to forge a policy toward the 
hemisphere ~"a that perception, he is in for a 
surprise. Thef,\~ple of Latin America and the 
Caribbean.don ·view the struggle between the East 
and West as th ir principal problem; they care-about 
food and freedom, and, under my Administration·, we have 
formulated an approach which identifies with those two 
aspirations. 

I was pleased to hear that Governor Reagan intends 
to initiate a program of "intensive economic develop
ment with cooperating countries in the Caribbean." 
He might be interested in knowing that he has proposed 
a program that is already in existence. Since I took 
office, the United States has more than doubled its 
aid to the Caribbean and, working with the 30 nations 
and 15 international institutions known as the 
Caribbean Group. Multilateral assistance to the region 
has increased by 400 percent between 1976 and 1980. 

• Governor Reagan has sharply criticized the presence 
of the Soviet combat brigade in Cuba, and my handling 
of this issue. Afte.r the discovery of the brigade, 
·r_tookr steps to insure that Soviet activities in 
Cuba'wbula· in no way constitute a threat to the 
United States or the region. I have increased 
surveillance of Cuba, expanded military maneuvers 
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Human R:i:ghts· 

,; -

Q: President Carter, your Administration has made espousal 
of human rights a central theme of your foreign policy. 
Some argue that you have persisted in advocating human 
rights even when it has damaged other U.S. interests 
and weakened regime~ friendly ~o the Unite4 States. 
The Republicans charge that you have pressed hardest 
on our friends and little on Marxist regimes with the 
worst human rights records, such as the· soviet Union, 
Vietnam ~nd Cuba. 

A: 

You have contrasted your pursuit of human rights and 
"morality" in foreign affairs with the supposed 
indifference to these considerations by the previous 
Administration. In view of the charge that your pursuit 
of human rights has harmed U.S. interests in key areas 
such as Iran,·Central America and Africa, do you intend _ 
t~ continue to assert this as a global, universal U.S. 
objective? Are you now ready to show more discrimination 
and weigh other U.S. objectives as well, before attacking 
a regime for alleged abus~ 

1. THEME . ~Q)~ 
In my Inaugura ~~I emphasized our commitment 
as a nation n ~ts. Human rights is as 
central too::~ '%~~erests ~oday as when our 
.nation __ .was ~ b~_n.._ We know _from our own_ _ 
national experie,-2 ~hat the d=:..ve for human fre_edom 
has tremendous f e. -our ht:man rights policy 
identifies Ameri with the basic aspirations of 
our time. 

2. RECORD 

a I regard making human rights an essential 
element of American foreign policy and an 
item on the agenda of every major inter
national organization a major accomplishment 
of my Administration. 

~ We have made it clear that the United States 
believes that torture cannot be tolerated 
under any circumstances, and that off~cially 
sanctioned "disappearances" are abhorrent in 
any society. We have insisted on the right 
of free movement everywhere. And we have 

._ wqrked pard to give aid to the world's 
refugees, compelled to flee from oppression 
and hardship. 

. ··: ~ .. · ' ... 
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I believe our words and actions have left 
their mark on the world. Many governments . 
have released their political prisoners. 
Others have lifted states of seige, curtailed 
indiscriminate arrests, and reduced the use 
of torture. We have seen several dictator
ships, some of them in· this hemisphere, change 
into democracies. And, because of our leader
ship, the defense of human rights now has its 
rightfui place on the world agenda. 

3. REAGAN 

• 

• 

The Republican Party has stated that it will 
return to the funda~ental principle of treating 
a friend as a friend, without apology. I-do n0t 
believe that we should simply dr~p our human 
rights concerns because a country is anti
communist. Not when that country imprisons 
and tortures its ~it· zens. 

Governor Reaga~ aid: "Isn't it time we 
laid off So ic for awhile?" Does he 
really mea~ we should no longer express 
our str~ p si!· ~ to the racist and · 
repugna ca policy of apartheid? 
He has. a ref~~ed to "a .few innocents" -
being caught~· ~~e crossfire of violence in 
Argentina. · he not know when he made this 
statement tha between 1976 and 1979 there were 
at least 6,500 cases of unexplained disappearances 
in that country? 

• Governor Reagan has also s-uggested that the 
United States should stay away from the upcoming 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
in Madrid, that we should drop out of the 
Helsinki process. To do so would be folly. 
It would only please those who are most guilty 
of violating the principles of Helsinki., 
including human rights. I do not intend to 
let the Soviet Union and other violators be 
freed of their obligation to account for 
their actions before world opinion. A 
Republican administration signed the Helsinki 
Accords in 1975. My Democratic Administration 

- ·is· -committed to carrying out those agreements. . . 

.... · ... 
.· ... 
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4. CO~·iCLUDD.JG ~f::·!?\R.KS 

,., 

0 

r-iy cor::.-:1i t:ncn~: i:c h.u:n£J.n rights is as deep and 
impcr':.~nt to ~~ ~c~~y as it was when I became 
Presiden~.. :.1~: c,;n fci,ith in the t.Jltimate outco::1e 
of this st=u~g:~ is undimrned. The American 
people c~n ~0 ?roud of the role the United 
States is ?lLl:/ing in· promoting human rights 
arounc~ the 1.-:·:-r ld. 

Human rights just an expression of 
our ideals. ide in the world is running 
toward human and it is in our national 
security in o sup?ort it. Our sup?ort 
for human~· s also enables us to regain the 
politi~ci ·1 .:=ound in the competition for 
·world • .rl, e. ~ stands in vivid contrast 
to the r tices~ the Soviet Union. 

l\. 
One. of the. b~-~~\:1ay: to e:-:pr~ss our commi t:ment 
to numo:i.n ri~~ is ._o quo<:s .::::rom the words of 
-~rchibald Mc:. eish, "The::::-e are those who will 
sav that _-the iberation of humani tv, the freedom 
of-man and mirid, is not~i~g but a ~ream. They 
are right. .Tt is. ::: 's ':.he .~'!lerican dream." 
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Q: Wh~t arc your top foreign policy an<l national security 
priorities for n second tcr~? 

A: 1. TIIE?·1E 

I recognize that we live in an age of complexity, of 
change, of political ar.d social awakening of peoples 
who demand a share of their own destiny. My foreign 
policy goals have been designed to identify America 
with global change, to promote the rule of law over the 
use of force, to recapture a moral and political leader
ship role for ~.merica, and to keep America strong both 
through its alliances and its own defense efforts. 

2. RECORD 

Q As with mv first t""~I will not back aw av from the 
difficult and co~ sial issues which confront our 
Nation. I have. nt. 'on of looking for easy 
answers or~_u : .. e~ Rather, I will continue to 
seek solut· · t' ~e meaningful and lasting and in 
long-t2rm ·~t ts~ the.United States. 

·: . ~- - . . 

First, we will·co~nue, as we have over the past 
four years, to bui!d America's military strength and 
strong defense and economic relations with our allies 
and frie:ic!.s. 

Second, we will continue to demonstrate to the Soviet 
Union that a price will be paid for its refusal to 
abide by the acc~pted norms of international conduct .. 
At the same ti:::1c, '::e vli 11 ~.J.ke it clear to the Soviet 
Union that we seek no return. to the Cold War, no 
indiscriminate confrontation. The choice is the 
Soviet Union's, we will respond to either. 

Gt Third, we will rem<.iin deeply committed to the process 
of mutual and verifiable arms control and the effort 
to prevent the ~prcad and further development of nuclear 
we.:i.nons. I int~nJ to ~ush for the ratifi~ation of the 
Si",l..:' II Tr~;1t:/ as soon as possible .:i.fter the election. 

F'ou1:tl1, •.-1c \·:il.I .. p:..1r~u· .. : an ;1ctive diplom.:i..::y in the 
world, wod~inc_: -- toc_w thcr with our f ricnds .:i.nd 
.:illies -- t.o .C1..':~oh·c .i.:-cgicn..--11 conflicts .:rnd to pro;::o!--~ 
pc<:tcc -- in thL~ :·hc!dlc E.:i.!;t, and P12rsL.111 Gulf, southci:-:1 
i,fr:i:c.:i., Ccntr.il 1\r;;~ric~1, th0 E.:istcrn (·1cditcn:-.-·rnc.:tn. 
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~ Fifth, we will strive to resolve pressing inter
national economic ~roblems -- particularly energy 
and inflation -- and continue to pursue our still 
larger objective of global economic growth through 
~xp~nded.tr~de ~nd development assistance. 

o Finally, and underlying all that we do, we will 
continue vigorously to support the.process of 
building democratic institu~ions and improving human 
rights protection around the world. 

3. REAGAN 

0 

() 

Unlike my opponent, I do not believe a lasting 
world order is achievable by substituting the threat 
intervention for diplomacy, by suggesting that we 
quarantine those nations which challenge our interests, 
or by ·seeking to regain an unachievable military 
superiority at an unimaginable cost. 

Unlike my opponent~no-.: believe we are a weak 
and floundering ~o dismissed with contempt by 
our enemies,·aba ed ~our a:lies and sinking into 
decline as a ~ ~v~~ Rather, I know, our· resolve 
is steady ,sin .l.~~- ~s _ powe::-::ul,. our alliances 
are stroi:~ n ~ ~~"!! ;-a~:::.ns new friends among the 
young naci r ~e woric. 

Unlike my opponent, r do net believe we can return to 
an early day when -i"\mericar: interests went unchallenged 
in the world arena. The world of today is a world of 
upheaval and unrest and ~ill be for decades to come. 
But, as a powerful and sel~-confident nation, we can 
live with a good deal of turmoil in the· world while 
we protect our interests and be a friend to those 
who seek a new life free from tyranny. 

~ Unlike my opponent, I would not return us to the days 
of the Cold Wnr. I do not believe, as he does, that 
the Soviet Union is responsible for all the ·unrest in 
the world tod.:iy. 'rhc t...:orld is much too di verse for 
such a simple: e:-:pl:.m::ition. I3ut I will continue to 
insist, throucih our .:i.ctions an<l our words, th.J. t the 
Soviet Union respect the legitim.:ite interest of 
other nations. 

Un.Li.kc my opr1oncn t, I t·:ould not .:i.ccuse our r..llies of 
lc.:rning tm-:w.rd o.cco:rn1odu tion t·:i th the Soviet Union. 
Leading an .:lllianc8 of proud sovereign n.J.tions requires 
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' . . tact, patience and understanding. We and our allies 
share profound political, security and economic 
interests, but we must never forget that ours is an 
association of free peoples, and the United States 
must lead, not dictate. 

o Unlike my opponent, I would not abandon the arms 
control process, which has contributed to our Nation's 
security and has taken so many years to construct. 
That would be the consequence of his intention to 
scrap the SALT II Treaty. 

G 

Unlike my opponent, I would not jeopardize our new 
relationship with the People's Republic of China by 
tampering with the form of our good relations with 
the people of 'faiwan. Our new relationship with China 
is clearly in our national interes~ and contributes to 

.. '• 

the peace and secu~· ·y of the Pacific region. 

And, finally,~ u~ opponent, I would not jettison 
hu.~an rights a un mental objective of U.S. foreign 
policy. I b~- the true interests of our Nation 
are best d ho~ing the ideals of our heritage. 

4"I ~ p. . . . 

CONCLUDING RE!•K . ~ \ ,. ... r 

···- .G) I do not belie.~~p.~ American people share Governor 
Reagan's view o~he fut~re, a ~orld filled with fears 
of change and l.l'llrest and damaging self-doubts about 
our military capability~and strength, in which foreign 
policy is reduced to thr~ats, bluster and reliance on 
military power. . . .. 

~ I have learnGd a good deal in my four years of office: 
I know more now about the limits of power; I know. better 
how hard it is to put policies into effect; I under
stand how frustrating it is to see one's policies 
distorted and misdirected. I know that· a leader cannot 
achieve everything he w~nts, or knows is desirable. 

@ But, my vision remains. Tt is based on reality, and 
fille<l with faith ~nd an unbending determination to 
a.chi(:!VC a l.i.f1:? of mc.:rninc; wnd purpose for every 
l·1.rncr :i.c~n in u. Na ti on t.:h.:1 t is strong and .secure. i\bovc 
all, I wont us to be wh<J.t the founders of our N<ition 
meant us to become -- u. symbol of freedom, pence and 

· hope throuc1hou t the '.·:or ld. 
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This briefing book is desi~ned to assist ~ne ?resident 
::..n C:E~,c::te7 with Governor ?~asan. on f<?rei~n policy c.:Jd r:e:tio:Jal_ 
secur~ty issues. It may a~so be ~serul :or ~o~e oe~eral ca~~a1cn 
p-..Jr?cses. Although the book contaii:s a lars:e :-.·..:_-:,f,er of iss-..:~s,
it is not intended to be an ex~austive co~?ilation of questi0~s 
~hich ~ight be asked. Rather, it seeks to i6entify the nest 
:ikelv c~estions about the ?resident's lea~ers~i~ cualities - - - ~ 
an~ his record, ~ased on a review of key ~?e~c~es a~d sta~e~ents 
by Governor Reagan, his supporters, t~e ~e?ublican ?arty platfcrm, 
and critical press articles. Of the 69 q~estions cc~tai~ed in 
this book, twenty-~hree key ~uestic~s ~ave bee~ ~arked ~ith an 
e:sterisk in the te:ble of co~tents. 

Contents ~nd Format 

The su~gested responses are drawn fro~ speeches, press 
ccn~erences and other ?Olicy .statements by the President, the 
Secretaries of State and Defe~se, the Assistant for National 
Security Affairs, and other senior Administration officials 
cealins with foreign policy and national security is~ues. The 
responses are organized around basic the~es of the Carter 
Administration and are intended to provide the basis for answering 
related questions. Some of the responses -- such.as these relatin; 
to the conflict between Iran and Iraq mav need to be upeated 
depending on events. 

A major focus of criticism will be that the President 
is incapable of leadership, indecisive, erra~ic, preoccupied 
~ith vague moralistic causes an~ unable to ~~aerstand and 
resoond to challe~~es to A.merican interests. Eis record ~ill '\.-.. --~~- .,.,. a c:. -i c: .:: ..... , -~ ... i r n ..,.- .. -:::..Cl ....... ·~ ., ...... e c .... 1-cC . .._e a.s a _e..__e_ 0.L unre.,c.Lec, _n_o .. e_enL, .L~.!.-"::::X.-.\:e 

actions to specific crises, without any ~uidin9 vision or 
strategy which ties individual policies or events together. 
Two brciad responses, the first two in the book ~ncer the 
section entitled "Overview," have been pre?ared to ~·rovice a 
comprehensive rebuttal to such criticism. 

Overall, the suggested responses seek to: 

~-demonstrate that the President has a concrete 
vision of a world order and a constancy of purpose in 
striving toward it; 

I 
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i:r:-1'8:-:csize t:-,e ?resi~e!""1t' s :realis;n anC tc·~s!"-.;:-~-ess 
~n ~eali~s with our adversaries an6 in ~a~a~in; the c0~plex 
!=·rob l E:r.s of the mocern worla; -

--highlisht the specific acco~plish~ents of the Carter 
~a~inistration, and show how these relate to and s~pport the 
?resident's goal of a stable, just world or6er; 

--contrast the President's vision and reccrd, and, in 
~articular, the Presi~ent's leadershi? qualities, with the 
.. - •. G - - I .• ~ •.• 

p1c~u.:·e :c:!.":--:-;ec DY O\'ernor r:easan s cc::;r;en-i:s aoo-..::.._ '-'-'.C:.C.1: :-ie 
would co on foreisn policy and national security issues. 

'To the 
Gc~er~or ;~asan, ?erti~ent state~ents by Governor ?ec.gan 
a=e wo~en into the respo~ses. In addition, ~~ere pcssible, 
re!evant quotes by Gov~rnor ?easan on the different issues 
c??Ear at the end of the responses. 

Fi~ally, ana in addition to the questions anc responses, 
this book contains several short papers which.are meant to 
hishlight the contrasts ~~ong the candidates and their 
~latforrns and the ths~es which Governor Reacan and Recresentative 
~n~erson have stressed throughout their ca~~aigns. Also, 
contained in this section, whic~ is the last in the book, is 
a selection of the rncst notable quotes by Gov. Pea~an on foreign 
?Olicy and national security issues. 

Septe~ber 29, 1980 
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Leadership 

Q: A widespr~ad and persistent complaint in this country 
and abroad about US foreign policy under the Carter 
Administration is that it lacks coherence and cor.sistency. 
The various strands.of policy are unrelated to one another, 
it is said, and the US lurches from one aooroach to 
another. The Administration has flic-flo;;ed on the ... - . 
withdrawal of US troops from South Korea, the neutron 
bomb, the Soviet brigade in C~ba and Iranian policy. 

The Republican Platform has charged: "For three and one 
half years the Carter Administration has given us a 
foreign policy not of consistency and credibility, but 
of chaos, confusion, and failure. It has produced an 
image of our country as a vacillating ana reactive nation, 
unable to define its place in the world, the goals it 
seeks, or the means to pursue them." "No failure of the 
Administration has been so catastrophic as its failure 
of leadership," concludes the GOP Platform. 

Mr. President, how do you respond to these charges? 

Response: 

When I took off ice almost four years ago, our Nation 

was facing a series of problems around the world -- in 

southern Afica, the Middle East, in our relations with 

our.NATO allies, and on such tough questions as nuclear 

proliferation, SALT II negotiations, the Pana~a Canal 

treaty, human rights, and world poverty. My Administration 

has directly, openly and publicly addressed these and 

other difficult and controversial issues, some of which 

had been skirted or avoided in the past. A period of 

debate, discussion, and probing was inevitable. My goal 

has not been to reach quick or easy agreements, but to 

find solutions that are meaningful, balanced, and lasting. 
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) have a vision of a more i~st, n~re sec~re and 

more stable world from which I have not ~avered, and to 

which my hdministration has directed all its efforts. 

I believe an enduring world order means a world 

capable of peaceful change -- not a "status quo" world 

because change is and will continue to be for the fore

seeable future a constant in international affairs. I 

have been striving for a strong, confident and progressive 

America leading the non-communist world in devising 

peaceful solutions to our ~any challenges. I want an 

international order which recognizes the basic human rights 

of each individual, and which understands and responds to 

the deep strivings of all peoples for a decent life, for 

food ·and education for their families, for democratic 

government and for hope for a better future. 

Unlike my opponent, Governor Reagan, I do not believe 

a lasting world order is achievable by substitutinq the 

threat of intervention for diplorr.acy, by suggestinq that 

we quarantine those nations which challenae our interests, 

or by seeking to regain an unachievable military "superioritv" 

at unimaginable cost. I understand the n~ed for a·strong 

and powerful military in the present unstable international 

situation. And, let there be no mistake;· if our vital 

·national interests are threatened, I will use force to 

protect them. But, I will not order American troops into 

combat whenever there is an international disturbance that 

is not to.our liking. 
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Cnlike Go~ernor Reacan, I would not sb~~don the 

arms control process, which has taken so ~any years to 

construct. That would be the consequence of his a~ament 

opposition to the SALT II Treaty. I believe ar~s control, 

like our military forces, can contribute to our security 

and I will continue to pursue balanced, verifiable arms 

limitations agreements. 

I believe progress is being made towards the world 

order I have described. Let me describe how I think my 

Administration's policies have fit into this broader 

vision: 

.?unerica is at peace. For the first time in many 

years, my Administration has seen no engagement of 

American forces in combat. I am deeply proud of this 

fact. we all know the provocations have been many and the 

temptation to use force strong: we could have engaged 

in hostilities against Iran. But, I have chosen the 

course of patience and calmness. We attempted the 

rescue mission, and I believe this attempt was necessary. 

But, it was an attempt to free our fellow citizens7 it 

was not a military action. 

America is strong and growing stronger. My 

Administration has increased US real defense spending and 

successfully encouraged our NATO allies to do the same; 

we have launched the NATO Long-Term Defense Program, and 

we have agreed with our allies to deploy new missiles in 

Europe; we have developed the Rapid Deployment Force to 
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protect our vital interests wherever they ~ay be 

threatened. Contrary to the irresponsible c~arges 

of the Republican Party, the United States has not 

become militarily inferior, "second to one" as Governor 

Reagan likes to quip. We are maintaining military 

equivalence with the Soviet Union. The long-ter~ trends 
-

do show steady growth in Soviet military power, and we 

must continue our efforts over the long haul to preserve 

a stable balance. We will do so. 

As a complement to our defense program, I ta~e signed 

the SALT II Treaty to limit Soviet strategic forces while 

allowing the US to continue all its essential strategic 

modernization programs. The SALT Treaty, because it adds 

to Jl ... 'nerican security, wt·ile contributing to nuclear 

stability, is one of the most imp~rtant agreements of the 

decade. I am determined to seek its ratification. 

American is providing leader~hip in a time of challenge. 

I have met in five summits, and innumerable bilateral 

meetings with Western leaders to develop and coordinate 

policies to deal with the enormous economic and energy 

problems that confront the industrialized economies. The 

United States has played a leading role in stimulating and 

developing the North-South dialogue and in reaching agree

ment in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. We have led 

the Western response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. 

I have stated that the United States will use all means 

necessary, including the use o~ military force, to protect 
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our vital interests on the Persian Gulf. The West 

looks to the United States to provide leadership, and 

we are doing so. 

~...merica is broadening and deepening its relationships 

with the Third World. One of my proudest achievements is 

the normalization of relations with the People's Republic 

of China, while preserving a firm relationship with the 

people of Taiwan. Since normalization, the benefits 

of formal diplomatic relations with China have become 

clear. Trade, travel and, most of all, the security and 

stability of the Pacific region is greater now than at 

any time in this century. And, for the first time, the 

United States has good relations with both China and 

Japan. 

We also contributed to and supported the settlement of 

the war in Rhodesia which led to the birth of the new 

nation of Zimbabwe. As a result of our strong support 

for majority rule in Africa, we are -0nce again on good 

terms with that continent. 

America is once again in the forefront in the pursuit 

of human rights. When I became President, I emphasized 

our commitment as a nation to human rights as a fundamental 

tenet of our foreign policy. We have sought to stand 
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behind basic principles of respect for the individual, 

for fair trials, for political liberty, and for economic 

and social justice. Our human rights policies have 

given new credibility and new force to U.S. policies 

in Africa, Latin Jl..rnerica- and Asia. 

America is contributing to peace. America has given 

leadership in the peaceful resolution of regional tensions. 

I have mentioned our role in promoting the settlement in 

Zimbabwe. In addition, my Administration has contributed 

to peace in other ways. 

In March 1979, Prime Minister Begin and President 
. 

Sadat signed the Israel-Egypt peace treaty at the 

White House. Israel has finally ·gained peace with 

its largest Arab neighbor. A framework for a 

comprehensive peace has been established. Within 

the framework agreed to by Israel and Egypt, the 

United States is committe:l and determined, more 

than ever, to help them in their negotiations. 

I am determined to presarerein this long and 

arduous road, because I believe a just and stable 

peace for all the people of the Middle East lies 

at the end of it. 

In Latin America, in the Panama Canal Treaties, 

we have recognized the deep feeling of the 
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Panarr.anian people, while retaining essential 

security rights to the united States. I believe 

those treaties have done more t6 strengthen U.S. 

influence in Latin .Aiuerica than any other step 

we could have taken. With the Panama Canal 

Treaties, together with our firm advocacy of human 

rights, we have forged a new, more enduring basis 

for our relations with our fellow .Z>..i.'11ericans in 

the Southern Hemisphere. 

My opponent seems to believe that the challenges facing 

us today are simple -- and so are the answers. I think 

Governor Reagan is looking backward to a simpler world

where .Aiuerica was the only super-power, and global inter

dependence was a thing of the future. 

The world is not like that now, if it ever was. The 

challenges are incredibly complex: think of developing 

and coordinating a global energy policy; think of forging 

workable relationships with the emerging nations of Africa 

and Asia; think of leading an Alliance of 15 proud, 

sovereign natiors· with diverse interests and foreign 

policies . 

. True leadership is not bulling one's way through these 

problems, compelling others to accept solutions made-in

Arnerica. That way leads to failure and animosity. I 

.· 
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believe leadership requires a willingness to tackle our 

problems head-on, but with an understanding of the need 

to compromise, to adjust to the possible, the attainable. 

And, yes, leadership requires the courage to recognize 

mistakes, and to change policies where·necessary. 

is the kind of leadership I have tried to give. 

I believe deeply, honestly, that my vision of a 

better world is attainable. I have directed all my 

That 

energies towards attaining that goal, and I will continue 

to do so. 



se~t~7b~r 29, 1980 

Future Goals 

Q. What are your top foreign policy and national security 
priorities for a second term? 

How would these be different from Governor Reagan's? 

As with mv first term, I will continue to cddress the 

difficult and controversial issues which confront our nation. 

In doing so I have no intention of looking £or easy solutions 

or quick fixes. Rather, I will continue to seek solutions 

that are meaningful and lasting and in the long-term interests 

of the United States. 

To this end, I see six basic priorities for the future: 

• First, we will continue, as we have over the past 

-
four years, to build America's militarv strenoth and strong 

defense and economic relations with our allies and friends. 

• Second, we will continue to demonstrate to the Soviet 

Union that a price will be paid for its refusal to abide by 

the accepted norms of international conduct. At the same time, 

we will make it clear to the Soviet Union that we ~eek no return 

to the Cold War, no indiscriminate confrontation. :The choice 

is the Soviet Union's, we will respond to either. 

• Third, we will remain deeply committed to the process 

of mutual and verifiable arms control and the effort to nrevent 

the spread and £urther develooment of nuclear weapons. I intend. 
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to ?Ush for the ratification of the SALT II Treaty at the 

earliest opportunity. This agree~ent is in our national 

interests. We are more secure with it than without it. 

• Fourth, we will nursue an active diolomacv in the 

world, working -- together with our friends and allies to 

resolve regional conflicts and to promote peace -- in the 

Middle East, and Persian Gulf, southern Africa, Central 

J...rnerica, the Eastern Mediterranean. 

• Fifth, we will strive to resolve pressing international 

economic problems -- ~articularly energy and inflation -- and 

continue to pursue our still larger objective of global economic 

growth through expanded trade and development assistance. 

• Finally, and underlying all that we do, we will 

continue viqorously to support the process of building democratic 

institutions and improving human rights protection around the worlc 

The objectives I have outlined are in sharp contrast 

to those that could be pursued by Governor Reagan: 

e Unlike my ooponent, I do not believe a lasting world 

order is achievable by substituting the threat of intervention for 

diolornacy, by suggesting that we quarantine those'nations which 

challenge our interests, or bv seekina to reaain an unachievable 

military superiority at an unimaginable cost. 

• Unlike mv opoonent, I do not believe we are a weak and 

flounderina nation, dismissed with contempt bv our enemies, 
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abandoned by our allies and sinkinq into decline as a ~aior 

oower. Rather, I know our resolve is steady, our military 

is powerful, our alliances are ~trong and we are gaining new 

friends amono the vouno nations of the world. 
~ - ~ 

• Unlike my opoonent, I do not believe we can return to 

an early day when American interests went unchallenged in the 

world arena. The world that exists today is a world of diversity, 

of unequal wealth, and uneven resources. It is a world of 

upheaval and unrest and will be for decades to come. But, as a 

powerful and self-confident nation, we can live with a good deal 

of turmoil in the world while we protect our interests and be 

a friend to those who seek a new life free from tyranny. 

• Unlike mv ooponent, I would not return us to the davs 

of the Cold War. I do not believe, as he does, that the Soviet 

Union is responsible for all the unrest in the world today. The 

world is much too diverse for such a simple explanation. But 

I will continue to insist, through our actions and our words, 

that the Soviet Union respect the· legitimate interests of other 

nations. 

• Unlike my ooponent, I would not accuse our allies of 

neutralism or accommodation with the Soviet Union. Leading an 

alliance of proud sovereign nations requires tact, patience and 

understanding. We and our allies share profound political, 

security and economic interests, but we must never forget that 

ours is an association of free f20ples, and the United States 

must lead, not dictate. 
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s Cnlike my ooponent, I would not abandon the arms 

control process, which has contributed to our nation's 

security and has taken so many years to construct. That 

would be the consequence of his rigid opposition to the SALT II 

Treaty. 

• Unlike mv opponent, I would not jeonardize our new 

relationship with the People's Republic of China by tampering 

with the form of our good relations with the people of Taiwan. 

Our new r:elationship with China is clearly in our national 

interest and contributes to the peace and security of the Pacific 

region. 

• And, finally, unlike my opponent, I would not jettison 

human rights as a fundamental objective of U.S. foreicn policv. 

I believe the true interests of our nation are best served by 

honoring the ideals of our heritage. 

I do not believe the American people share Governor 

Reagan's view of the future, a world filled with fears of change 

and unrest and damaging self-doubts about our military capabality 

and stiength. My vision is different. It is based on reality, 

and filled with faith and an unbending deterreination to achieve 

a life of meaning and purpose for every American in a nation 

that is strong and secure. Above all, I want us to be what 

the founders of our nation meant us to become a symbol of 

freedom, peace and hope throughout the world. 

--



Militarv Suoerioritv vs. Essential Eauivalence 

Q: .After accusing your Adrrdnistration of permitting the 
Soviet Union to achieve military superiority, the 
Republican Platform states "We will build toward a 
sustained defense expenditure sufficient to close the 
gap with the Soviets, and ultimately reach the position 
of military superiority that the 1-.Jnerican people demand." 

Would you comment on this Reoublican defense obiective 
and contrast it with your ow~ national securitv-ob~ectives? - .. _, 

Response 

My Administration is dedicated to the maintenance 

of a military force that is second to none. Unlike 

Mr. Reagan, however, I do not advocate a policy of 

American military superiority over the Soviet Union. 

The truth is that military superiority for either 

side is a military and economic impossibility if the 

other is determined to prevent it. There can be no return 

to the days of the American nuclear monopoly. There can 

be no winner in an all-out arms race. It is wishful 

thl.nking of the highest order to assume that the Soviets 

would drop out of a nuclear arms race early, or that 

they would shrink from imposing aaditional, even 

uni~aginable hardships on their civilian society, in 

order to stay in the race. 

As superficially attractive as the goal of 

across-the-board supremacy may be, common sense tells us 

that: 
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o It would mean the end of arms control. By 

definition, strategic superiority and arms 

control are incorr:patible -- a race to 

superiority is an attempt to achieve a real 

military advantage, one which the lcsing party 

woulc never accept in a formal arms control 

agreement. We will not negotiate from a position 

of inferiority, and neither wil 1 the Soviets. 

~ It would mean an uncontrolled, open-ended, and 

enormously expensive arms race. The sums 

involved would be huge even in absolute terms, 

let alone in the face of the Republican's proposed 

30 percent tax c'ut. 

s It would mean that we would have to skimp on 

conventional forces, where we need to improve, 

and to concentrate on a race in strategic weapons. 

0 It would channel the competition into the most 

dangerous arena -- the one rncst likely to lead 

to nuclear war, namely strategic arms. 

Gov. Reagan's impulse for military superiority must 

be seen for what it is: unrealistic, simplistic, dangerous. 

In the real world, meeting our defense needs is not a matter 

of taking everything we have and increasing it by 10 percent 

or 20 percent or 40 percent. There is no magic formula. 

There is no quick fix. 
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My .:;dministration wi 11 preserve our national security. 

We will improve our capabilities as necessary to :r.;aintain 

the military balance that exists today between the United 

States and the Soviet Union. We will continue to make 

steady and sustained increases in defense spending to 

build the capabilities we need. We will buy only the 

weapon systems that best serve our needs, not every 

glaiilorous weapon system that comes along. We wi 11 continue 

to s~ek equitable and verifiable arms control agreements 

like the SALT II Treaty -- to limit the growth in Soviet 

military power, and to avoid spending resources 

unnecessarily in an uncontrolled strategic arms race. 

Prudence -- not impulse -- is the hallmark of a strong 

and a. sane national security policy. Military power 

alone, no matter how great, cannot solve all of our 

international problems. Nor can it make the world over 

according to our design. I understand this reality; 

Gov. Reagan does not. 



Gov. Reagan on Military Su?eriority 

In January, Reagan called for an ir:-.::-1eciate "mili ta::-y · 
!:>uildup ai:ned at restoring our military superiority." 
(~utland-Herald, January 14, 1980) This same proposal was 
later incorporated in the Republican platform. 

While he called for an immediate buildup aimed at military 
superiority, just four days earlier, Reagan outlined the dangers 
of his impending stand. 

"What I have said is that our aerenses must be whatever 
is necessary to ensure that the potential enemy will never 
dare attack you. Now, if that is equivalence or if that is 
superiority, you must have the degree to know that you are 
safe. I could see if you really strive for an obvious 
superiority then you may tempt the other side into being 
afraid and you continue escalating on both sides ... " 

Boston Globe 
January 13, 1980 

Reagan's most recent speeches follow both lines of reasoning 
calling for a military buildup to achieve nuclear superiority, 
and, once achieved, negotiate an arms limitation treaty. 

" ... I've called for whatever it takes to be strong enough 
that no other nation will dare violate the peace. Shouldn't 
it be obvious to even the staunchest believer in unilateral 
disarmwuent as the sure road to peace that peace was never 
more certain than in the years following World War II when we 
had a margin of safety in our military power which was so 
unmistakeable that others would not dare to challenge us?" 

Two; days later he stated: 

Veterans of Foreign Wars 
August J 3, 1980 

Siffce when has it been wrong for Aiuerica to aim to be 
first iri· military strength? How is American military superiority 
"dangerous?" 

American Legion 
August 20, 1980 


